Spraying Systems Co., Bellwood, Ill., introduces large-capacity No. 12381SS-SC jet agitators to provide turbulence to keep wettable powders in uniform suspension. As liquid streams from agitator outlets, surrounding liquid is drawn through open side ports of the siphon caps, causing agitation. The brass or stainless steel units, in four capacities, feature a ½" NPT female inlet connection. For more details, circle (701) on reply card.

Allis-Chalmers, Topeka, Kan., adds its new Model 631 crane boom for use with its I-600 loader-backhoe industrial tractor. The telescoping boom mounts on the backhoe in place of the bucket and dipper arm. It has a 2000-lb. maximum lifting capacity at a 12-ft. radius from the backhoe center point. When fully extended, the three-position boom has a 31-ft. maximum reach; a 25-ft. mid-point reach and a 19-ft. fully retracted reach. For more details, circle (702) on reply card.

Utility Equipment Co., Inc., Brookfield, Wis., has developed 30" x 30" and 48" x 48" warning signs and matching standards for roadways where maintenance and construction are being done. Holders are available to accommodate both signs. Constructed of welded steel tubing and formed steel channel, both holders fold to a storage size of about 9" x 40". When unfolded, the holders' springloaded legs are automatically pulled to the center staff, where they lock. Various signs are available. For details, circle (703) on reply card.

A. J. Gerrard and Company, Des Plaines, Ill., introduces a safety-designed, Model 1775 Beltbinder Unit for limb support. It consists of an adjustable belt which supports a cutter holster pouch for strap applying tool and seals and provides a harness to hold strapping material. Manufacturer claims that, when used with Gerrard cartoned-strap coils, product virtually eliminates strap tangle. For more details, circle (704) on reply card.
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Howard C. Green Manufacturing Co., Portland, N. Y., announces a platform mountable on any three-point hook-up tractor which operates from the tractor's hydraulic system. Other features include operator's reach of as high as 18 feet from the ground, 8' x 15' lateral coverage, three-minute hook-up time, vertical and horizontal extension and retraction by one conveniently located lever, heavy chain supports to tractor axle, and safety rails on all three work sides. For more details, circle (706) on reply card.

Furmeer Manufacturing Co., Pella, Ia., announces its new Model 66T Tree Spade, similar to Models TS-44A and TS-30 tree spades introduced last year. The TS-66T is a truck-mounted machine that digs, transports and transplants trees up to 8" diameter, by using the truck's power take-off. Four hydraulically operated high tensile steel spades penetrate the soil to form a maximum-size tree ball 66" in diameter and 48" deep. The tree and dirt ball are then lifted into transport position. For more details, circle (705) on reply card.

Clark Mfg. Co., Atherton, Mo., introduces a two-wheel Model "GL" trailer sprayer. The 200-gal. fiberglass tank will handle engine-driven roller pumps for low-pressure spraying, or engine-driven piston pumps for high-pressure spraying. The unit comes with trailer, 6" x 14" wheels (less tires), 50-ft. handgun hose, hose reel, 5 HP engine and choice of pumps, saddle, straps, hose and fittings. It's adaptable for spraying with a boomjet nozzle. For more details, circle (707) on reply card.

Homelite, a division of Textron, Inc., introduces two new super lightweight chain saws, the E-Z and E-Z Automatic. Weighing only 8½ and 9½ lbs. (less bar and chain), respectively, they are easy to start because of the exclusive Simplex Starting System and easy to handle. E-Z Automatic offers the most powerful chain saw engine, per pound and per cubic inch, ever developed. Felling, cutting, limbing and pruning are all easily done. For more details, circle (708) on reply card.

General Electric Co., Lynchburg, Va., introduces its MASTR Progress Line Personal Series hand-held FM two-way radios with 8¾ high, 3 7/16 wide and 1¾ deep case dimensions. Options can be added without changing case size. UHF models come in 406-420 MHz, and deliver two watts. The units feature sealed circuitry and are externally constructed of Lexan® and cast aluminum. Each is equipped with one rechargeable 7½-volt, nickel-cadmium battery. For more details, circle (710) on reply card.

The Rinchem Co., Phoenix, Ariz., announces an ultraviolet lamp, Chek-Lite, and a fluorescent dye, Glo-Chek. Made to complement each other, both lamp and dye facilitate the determination of spray coverage and uniformity, droplet size and density, and swath overlap. The lamp weighs 1⅞ lbs. and includes a recharge which operates on 115V. AC. For more details, circle (709) on reply card.
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